Trans & Sexy. well, yeah? Why wouldn't it be? Unfortunately, this is not everyone's perception. Especially, if you are like me and happen to be living with a multi-layered identity. I am both Trans and Disabled; which means I often have experiences with professionals in healthcare where they only focus on one part of who I am and not how all of my identities intersect.

Trans folx and especially people who are disabled and Trans do not receive the same sexual health education and treatment as cis gendered/able-bodied people do. Trans/disabled people have a right to receive information about their bodies that corresponds with their lived realities. Trans/disabled people are sexy. We are sexy because of our resilience.

The button, “Trans & Sexy” found its way to me about a month after I started my medical transition. I found it laying on the street and the message is one that I try to remember every day. I'm not only sexy because I'm an advocate for myself and others. I'm sexy because I am Trans; I am Disabled and all of those things make me who I am.